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In different research traditions teachers’ diagnostic competence has always been 

characterised as being interwoven with fostering students in order to enhance their 

understanding. While the first one has been investigated thoroughly there is only a 

limited empirical access to the second one so far, especially in a content-specific way 

meaning focussing on the specificity of mathematical content areas. As prospective 

teachers have been shown to struggle with formulating adequate diagnostic 

judgements and fostering students, we especially investigate their practices of 

fostering students’ understanding identified in script writing tasks analysed with the 

epistemic matrix. The results indicate that there are three typical impulse pathways in 

the matrix. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Prospective teachers’ competence of fostering students’ understanding  

For teaching that is centred around students’ understanding, teachers’ diagnostic 

competence has been found to be important (Empson & Jacobs, 2008). This 

competence has already been defined and conceptualized in different frameworks, 

which often do not focus on the mathematical content specifically. Therefore, the 

authors of this paper follow a content-specific approach on conceptual and procedural 

knowledge elements of the current learning content (here: conditional probabilities) or 

the prior mathematical content as described and explained in Dröse, Griese & Wessel 

(accepted). Due to space limitations this explanation cannot be presented in detail here.  

While diagnostic competence is well conceptualized, there is not yet a definition of 

teachers’ competence of fostering students’ understanding applicable. Ball, Thames & 

Phelps (2010) describe ‘knowledge of content and students’ as well as ‘knowledge of 

content and teaching’ as important facets of teachers’ knowledge. ‘Knowledge of 

content and teaching’ particularly comprises that teachers need to make instructional 

decisions, meaning to know “when to pause for more clarification, (…) when to ask a 

new question or pose a new task” (p. 401). But, the competence of fostering students’ 

understanding can be seen as relating more aspects than knowledge facets alone:  

(1) Teacher student interaction is often based on a task that is linked to the learning 

trajectories intended by the teacher, and the learning goal(s) set for the 

individual student. These aspects fall within the teacher’s subject matter and 

pedagogical content knowledge (Ball et al. 2010). 

(2) When students solve the given task, their individual thinking and learning pro- 
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cesses need to be perceived and interpreted by the teacher in order to guide the 

teacher’s decision-making within the learning process. These aspects are 

described as cognitive diagnostic thinking processes by Loibl et al. (2020). 

(3) What is more in order to react adequately and enhance students’ understanding 

are communicational skills building up on the made decisions, taking the 

students’ thinking processes as well as the task or the learning goal into 

consideration and guiding the students’ learning process through the teacher.  

Current studies, e.g. Prediger & Buró (2021) identified teachers’ competence of 

‘Enhancing students understanding’ to be a central job for teachers’ expertise when 

working with students at-risk next to the jobs of ‘Specifying learning contents’ and 

‘Monitoring students’ learning process’. As prospective teachers have been shown to 

struggle with identifying content-specific aspects in their diagnostic judgements 

(Jansen & Spitzer, 2009) and therefore maybe also in fostering students’ 

understanding, the authors limit their research to prospective teachers. For them, an 

important practice to become proficient in is, amongst others, the practice of 

explaining. It is needed in discursive situations of fostering students in one-on-one or 

classroom discussions. For this paper, the authors rely on earlier research on explaining 

practices because of its identified potential when extending ideas to the competence of 

fostering students in discursive settings. 

The epistemic matrix for characterising explaining practices 

For capturing the different modes of the practice of explaining, Erath and Prediger 

(2014) developed further the epistemic matrix (cf. Fig. 1). The epistemic matrix 

distinguishes epistemic modes and logical levels of an explaining practice: Logical 

levels referring to the content of explaining (explanandum) are unfolded in conceptual 

and procedural levels and their epistemic modes are characterised as follows: 

 Labelling & naming: mode that expresses names and labels, e.g. in one word 

 Explicit formulation: more elaborated mode, including e.g. definitions of 

concepts or formulation of procedures 

 Exemplification: mode of expressing examples and counterexamples  

 Meaning & connection: mode of expressing connections between conceptual 

and procedural knowledge or to other concepts, pre-knowledge or graphical 

representation 

 Purpose: mode of describing the “inner mathematical or everyday functions” 

(Erath & Prediger, 2014, p. 18) of concepts and procedures 

 Evaluation: mode that “appears in the context of presenting solutions in class” 

(Erath & Prediger, 2014, p. 18) 

We can rely on the matrix with its epistemic modes as well as logical levels for 

systematizing epistemic fields of an explanation in a content-specific approach. Since 

our study focuses on the current mathematical content of conditional probabilities, we 

exemplify the epistemic fields for this content in the next Section. As the epistemic 
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modes of “purpose” and “evaluation” are connected to rather general classroom 

discussions, we focus only on four modes for the content of conditional probabilities.   

 

Figure 1: Excerpt of an example of epistemic matrix (Erath & Prediger, 2014) 

The epistemic matrix for explaining conditional probabilities 

In order to follow the content-specific focus on conceptual and procedural knowledge 

elements, the epistemic matrix is now exemplarily filled out for the current 

mathematical content of conditional probabilities (Fig. 2). We differentiate current 

mathematical content from prior mathematical content because focussing on the 

content - and with it on students’ prior knowledge in contrast to the current content - as 

separate and constituent element of diagnostic judgments and fostering students’ 

understanding has only rarely been investigated (Dröse, Griese & Wessel, accepted). 

The following explanations regard Fig. 2 for the conceptual and the procedural level: 

On the conceptual level, concepts concerning stochastic (in)dependence are 

knowledge elements of the current mathematical content (cf. row --CC--) (Hoffrage et 

al., 2015), while they build upon conceptual knowledge elements from prior 

mathematical content (cf. row --CP--), e.g. the part-whole or part-of-part relationship 

as concepts of fractions and the multiplication of fractions (Post & Prediger, 2020; 

Prediger & Schink, 2009). The epistemic modes can be described as follows. Here 

examples are given: 

 Naming: “conditional probability”, --CC--,  |L|  

 Explicit formulation: “the definition of conditional probabilities”, -CC--, |F| 

 Exemplification: “distinguish joint and conditional probabilities”, --CC--, |E| 

 Meaning & connection: “visualize conditional probabilities”, --CC--, |M| 

On the procedural level different procedures can be focused either in the current 

mathematical content of conditional probabilities (cf. row --PC--) (see overview in 

Binder et al., 2020) or in prior mathematical contexts as routine calculations on 

fractions (cf. row --PP--) (Prediger & Schink, 2009). Again, different epistemic modes 

for these procedures can be distinguished (examples given): 

 Naming: “rule of Bayes”, row --PC--, column |L|  

 Explicit formulation: “formulate the formula of Bayes”, --PC--, |F| 

 Exemplification: “express conditions of applying the formula”, --PC--, |E| 

 Meaning & connection: “explaining the formula”, --PC--, |M| 
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Figure 2: Epistemic matrix exemplarily specified for conditional probabilities (adapted 

from Erath & Prediger, 2014) 

Research questions 

For pursuing the described research interest, we investigate this research questions: 

(RQ1) How can teachers’ competence of fostering students’ understanding be 

investigated with the epistemic matrix? 

(RQ2) Which pathways through the epistemic matrix can be identified in prospective 

teachers’ moves for fostering a student (hereafter abbreviated as PTMF)? 

METHODS 

Data collection 

The data was collected in a university mathematics education course with n=26 

prospective secondary school teachers in Germany. The sample can be characterized as 

follows: 81% of the prospective teachers’ study for upper secondary school and 19% 

study for vocational schools as well as 69% of the prospective teachers attend the 

course in their sixth semester and 31% attend the course in their eighth semester and all 

in the last year of their bachelor programme. The course covers among other topics 

content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge on conditional probabilities.  

For assessing the prospective teachers’ competences, a vignette displayed in Fig. 3 is 

used as an already established instrument in mathematics education research (cf. 

overview in Buchbinder & Kuntze, 2018). The vignette, consisting of a written student 

solution and a following transcript, based on a real dialogue (in Post & Prediger, 2020), 

that give insights into the student’s understanding and obstacles concerning 

conditional probabilities and fractions as the underlying prior mathematical content. 

For assessing the prospective teachers’ competence of fostering students’ 

understanding a script wri-  

ting task inspired by lesson plays (Zazki, Liljedahl, & Sinclair, 2009) is integrated. 
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Figure 3: Transcript vignette with task for prospective teachers                             

(completely printed in Dröse, Griese & Wessel, accepted) 

Data analysis 

The 26 written documents containing PTMF were coded in two steps.  

(1) Two raters coded the written documents containing PTMF for logical levels 

with the codes: --conceptual level of current mathematical content--, 

--conceptual level of prior mathematical content--, --procedural level of current 

mathematical content-- and --procedural level of prior mathematical content-- 

with an interrater reliability of Cohen’s  = 0.89. 

(2) In a second step, for each knowledge element the epistemic mode has been 

coded and double-checked by the second rater. 

(3) The codes have been displayed in the epistemic matrix and the pathways 

through the epistemic matrix have been categorized into different types. 

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS ON PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS’ COMPETENCE 

OF FOSTERING STUDENTS’ UNDERSTANDING 

The application of the data analysis method to the written documents enabled us to 

access which epistemic fields (epistemic mode + logical level) have been addressed in 

the dialogue containing PTMF by the prospective teachers in which order. With this 

identification of addressed epistemic fields, we suggest a tool for investigating a facet 

of teachers’ competence of fostering students’ understanding (RQ1). These analyses 

provide us with three main types of moves for fostering Ole in the given data set. For 

assessing RQ2, the three main types are now presented and illustrated by examples.  
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The first type is characterised by starting with an |exemplification| (|E|) on the                     

--procedural level of the prior mathematical content-- (--PP--) of shortening fractions. 

After that, the moves continue addressing the |meaning and connections| (|M|) also in 

the --prior mathematical content but on a conceptual level-- (--CP--) of fractions. This 

type was found among 5 out of 17 dialogues containing PTMF. The following extract 

shows only the teachers’ moves, as they would have been set by the prospective 

teachers. The example pathways through the epistemic matrix as displayed in Fig. 4. 

1  T: So then try out, if it is the same. 

3  T: Okay. And what is the meaning of 3/8? Perhaps it is helpful if you read the 
text again carefully and include the unit square. 

5  T: Right. And the 3/4? What is this part? And what has been searched for in 
the task? 

The second type found among 4 out of 17 dialogues containing PTMF has the same 

starting point but continues by addressing different epistemic modes in the 

--conceptual level of the current mathematical content--(--CC--). The example 

pathway that addresses the |exemplification| (|E|) of the current mathematical content is 

displayed in Fig. 4. 

1  T: Have a look at the two fractions again, if the two numbers can be the same. 

3  T: 3/8 is the probability, that out of all teenagers a random chosen person is 
male and exercise. Can you see the difference [to 450/600]? 

The third type found by 8 out of 17 prospective teachers also has the same starting 

point and continues on the --conceptual level of the prior mathematical content-- 

(--CP--) as well as afterwards on the --conceptual level of the current mathematical 

content-- (--CC--). The pathway through the epistemic matrix for the following teacher 

moves is again displayed in Fig. 4. 

1  T: We can calculate, if it is the same. With which number can 450/600 be 
shortened? 

3  T: Very good. And is this the same part as the one you have had before? 

5  T: Ok, lets have a look at the task again. Which part had to be calculated? 

7  T: Very good, so we have calculated a conditional probability. What has been 
the condition in this task? 

Fig. 4 displays all three types found for the continuation of the dialogue with teachers’ 

move in order to foster Ole. T1-T7 describe the turns of the teacher moves. 

Contrasting the three types, we see that all prospective teachers start with addressing 

the same epistemic field. After that, the types take different routes through the 

epistemic matrix. The first type addresses also the --conceptual level of the prior 

mathematical content-- while it does not reach the current mathematical content of the 

task. The second type reaches the current mathematical content, but might miss 

potential students’ obstacles in the --conceptual level of the prior mathematical 

content-- belonging to the --procedural level of the prior mathematical content--. The 
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third type addresses the --conceptual level of the prior mathematical content-- as well 

as the --conceptual level of the current mathematical content-- and therefore unites 

impulses of type one and two. 

 

Figure 4: Three types of pathways through the epistemic matrix identified for Ole  

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 

Concerning the first research question, we see that applying the epistemic matrix for 

explaining (Erath & Prediger, 2014) to the written prospective teachers’ moves for 

fostering Ole provides different types of teacher moves and therefore might give 

deeper insights into what is more in teachers’ competence for fostering students 

under-standing than the already identified facets (Ball et al. 2008; Loibl et al., 2020).  

The second research question aims at investigating which pathways through the 

epistemic matrix prospective teachers take in their written moves. This led to the afore 

mentioned three types of teacher moves for fostering Ole. Those types cover different 

logical levels and epistemic modes that are of theoretical importance as they enrich the 

already existing research on prospective teachers’ obstacles (Jansen & Spitzer, 2009) 

with deeper knowledge on prospective teachers’ moves for a specific vignette. In 

addition, this is especially important for teacher educators as knowing prospective 

teachers’ moves makes it possible to adjust teaching-learning arrangements to the 

prospective teachers’ competencies. 

Meanwhile, our research is limited due to the small sample size of only 26 prospective 

teachers and the specific content and given transcript vignette. Future research has to 

extend on the one hand the sample size and provide further insights for other 

mathematical content areas and vignette formats (Buchbinder & Kuntze, 2018). 
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